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Transcranial magnetic stimulation is being
added to the Medicare Benefits Schedule. Here's
how it works
By Bridget Judd

Posted Tue 6 Jul 2021 at 3:00am, updated Tue 6 Jul 2021 at 4:32am

Some say you can't put a price on peace of mind. Ask Trish*, however, and it's somewhere in the ballpark of

$6,000 a year.

Diagnosed with bipolar disorder six years ago ("I was lucky to have a GP who identified the symptoms I was

experiencing"), she has run the gauntlet of the Australia's mental health system, changing medications to

address her depression "every couple of months".

At an impasse, her psychologist suggested repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) — a

treatment often recommended for those who do not respond well to drug therapy.

"I'm very lucky that I've had a very good job

because over the past two years, it's cost me

$12,000," says Trish, who has been able to remain

on the same medication since commencing

treatment.

Professor Loo, pictured demonstrating transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in

2005, helped pioneer the treatment in Australia. (AAP)

If you or anyone you know needs help:

Lifeline on 13 11 14

Kids Helpline on 1800 551 800

MensLine Australia on 1300 789 978

https://www.abc.net.au/news/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/bridget-judd/6651912
http://www.lifeline.org.au/
http://www.kidshelp.com.au/
http://www.mensline.org.au/Home.html
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"It's an awful lot of money and you don't

get anything back... so it really is a

commitment of not only time, but

financial resources for your wellness."

It's a quandary all too familiar for those left to

navigate more complex treatment options — and

now, it's about to change.

For the first time, rTMS is being added to the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) at a cost of $288.5 million, in

what some hope will allow those most vulnerable to better access treatment.

What is rTMS?
Think of the brain like a "sophisticated computer", says Professor Colleen Loo, a psychiatrist and clinical

academic researcher at the University of New South Wales and the Black Dog Institute.

"It functions with multiple circuits operating at any one time — it's multitasking," she says.

"So what TMS is doing is targeting a particular area of the brain which is kind of high up in the control [area],

so we're resetting activity in those circuits."

In practical terms, an electromagnetic coil is placed against the patient's scalp. It delivers a painless,

magnetic pulse that stimulates nerve cells in the area of the brain involved in mood control and depression.

At present, the treatment is provided on either an inpatient or outpatient basis over about four weeks, at a

cost of anywhere between $3,500 to $5,000.

But it is not a "once-in-a-lifetime fix", Professor Loo cautions ("It's not as if you're kind of cured of the

depression gene for life," she says).

Suicide Call Back Service on 1300 659

467

Beyond Blue on 1300 224 636

Headspace on 1800 650 890

ReachOut at au.reachout.com

Care Leavers Australasia Network

(CLAN) on 1800 008 774

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-05-12/budget-2021-mental-health-funding/100132478
https://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures/transcranial-magnetic-stimulation/about/pac-20384625#:~:text=Repetitive%20transcranial%20magnetic%20stimulation%20(rTMS),-In%20transcranial%20magnetic&text=The%20electromagnet%20painlessly%20delivers%20a,have%20decreased%20activity%20in%20depression.
http://www.suicidecallbackservice.org.au/
https://www.beyondblue.org.au/
https://headspace.org.au/
https://au.reachout.com/
https://au.reachout.com/
https://clan.org.au/about/
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Some, like Trish, will continue with maintenance sessions in the months and years following — something

she estimates to cost $160 a pop.

"I could see something positive that made me want to continue," Trish offers.

'It's like a whole new field'
While the treatment may have grown in prominence in recent years, it's hardly a new concept.

The Black Dog Institute, under the leadership of Professor Loo, led the first Australian randomised controlled

trials of TMS in 1997.

"Electroconvulsive therapy — which is an excellent treatment, we've had that for about 18 years — for many

years that was really the only kind of treatment in that bucket," she says.

"So TMS... it's almost like the expansion of a whole new field of treatments. It's like a whole new field in

psychiatry."

Though our understanding of the treatment and its potential benefits may have improved in the decades

since, its uptake has been limited by availability.

Compared to other nations like Canada and the United States, says Paul Fitzgerald, a psychiatrist and

founder of TMS Australia, we've found ourself in "a really weird situation".

"Because there hasn't been Medicare funding in Australia, a lot of TMS is occurring in hospitals, where

patients go and stay in a hospital for four weeks," he says.

"That is pretty disruptive if you don't really need to be in hospital."

YOUTUBE: What is TMS?
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Professor Fitzgerald, who has been lobbying to have rTMS added to the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS)

since 2012, believes the funding will make the treatment more accessible to those without private health

insurance, and those who simply don't have the time or the money for a stint in hospital.

And that, he says, is "a really, really big thing".

"It's extremely unlikely to be the sort of first line treatments, and... [it is generally for] people who've tried

other things," says Professor Fitzgerald, who cautions that the funding is unlikely to be implemented until

"November at the earliest".

"If you're not getting better with medication, which is a very common situation, then having another option

like TMS can be really valuable and potentially life changing."

An electromagnetic coil is placed against the patient's scalp. (Supplied: Black Dog

Institute)
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'We can specifically target known regions of the brain'
Figures have shown about 50 to 60 per cent of people with depression who have tried and failed to receive

benefit from medications experience a clinically meaningful response with rTMS.

Of those, about a third experience a full remission — meaning their symptoms go away completely.

So why are some people more likely to respond to it than others?

Ultimately, it "comes down to the fact that the brain is so complex", says Martin Sale, a neurophysiologist,

physiotherapist and associate professor at the University of Queensland's School of Health and

Rehabilitation Science.

"Subtle differences in brain anatomy, levels of certain neurochemicals and psychological traits will all

influence how someone responds," he says.

"What makes TMS unique is that we can specifically target known region(s) of the

brain that we know are not functioning properly in a particular patient.  

"This is different from other medications which will directly affect other regions of the brain too."

The treatment delivers a painless, magnetic pulse that stimulates nerve cells in the

area of the brain involved in mood control and depression. (Supplied: Black Dog

Institute)

https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/transcranial-magnetic-stimulation-for-depression-2018022313335
https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/transcranial-magnetic-stimulation-for-depression-2018022313335
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Setting it apart from some treatment options, Professor Sale adds, is that "it has very few side effects".

Research, which included more than 5,000 people who had undergone rTMS, found that its "strong efficacy

and the low side effect and medical risk profile" suggested that it be evaluated "as a first-line treatment" for

major depressive disorder.

"The other advantage of TMS compared to one of the commonly used approaches to depression treatment

[electroshock therapy] is that it is essentially painless, and isn’t associated with all the memory issues that

shock therapy has," says Professor Sale.

There's no silver bullet
Though the addition of the treatment to the MBS is no doubt a coup for those struggling, it is by no means a

silver bullet, Professor Loo cautions, nor should it be considered a first port of call.

While depression is a "very common term, and something we all relate to kind of colloquially", she says, "it's

actually a very complicated illness".

"And when people say to you, 'I'm depressed', each one of them will mean something quite different — some

of them will have a what we call a clinical depression, some will not," Professor Loo says.

"It might not actually be helpful for you, you might be wasting a lot of time and money... you're kind of getting

misled into going down the wrong track."

For Trish, who engaged in a number of treatment options before being referred to rTMS, the benefits

have been "immeasurable".

Above all, she says, it has given her an emotional "baseline" that helps her recognise when she's "getting into

The treatment can target parts of the brain that are not functioning properly in a

particular patient. (Unsplash: Robina Weermeijer )

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0165032720325933?via%3Dihub
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trouble".

"My mum said it's given me a 'couldn't give a f***' attitude'," Trish laughs.

"Not in a bad way, I just don't let things get to me."

*Name changed for privacy reasons

Professor Paul Fitzgerald has been lobbying to have TMS added to the Medicare

Benefits Scheme (MBS) since 2012. (Supplied: TMS Australia)


